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More than an Internationally-recognized Test Prep and Training provider, we are **Rachell Allen Professionals** with a shared vision, a passion for excellence, a reverence for quality, and a common goal of ensuring each of our student’s success.

**RESULTS ORIENTED**
Rachell Allen is more than just providing exceptional review courses for nurses, although we do that with pride. We are in the business of providing life-changing results. We help our students and our clients focus on their GOALS.

**EXPERIENCE & INNOVATION**
We continuously innovate and update to provide a unique Experience. Rachell Allen’s Academic expertise, industry experience and passion for what we do define our Difference.

**STUDENT FOCUSED**
The success of each student is the focus of Rachell Allen. We always want to know their strengths and weaknesses and assess their critical thinking skills – That’s the thinking behind our Academic Research and Development Team.

**UNIQUE APPROACH**
We offer a truly unique experience to student’s success - holistic yet realistic. We treat each student and client with utmost respect and professionalism. After all, we are Rachell Allen Professionals!

**LEADERSHIP**
Rachell Allen continues to strive to set industry standard ranging from developing new learning techniques to providing excellent customer service.

**TRADEMARK OF QUALITY**
Quality is the cornerstone of the Rachell Allen brand. We value and protect our reputation for quality by constantly seeking to improve and enhance everything we do.
RACHELL ALLEN offers the MOST comprehensive review tools available in the market. From step by step home study modules to live classroom lectures to Individualized Predictive Test. That’s three-in one deal at a price of one!

STEP 1
PRE-LIVE COURSE
+ Step-by-step review modules to guide students prepare for the 10-Day Live Course.
+ Review of High-Frequency NCLEX Terminologies commonly asked in the actual NCLEX exam.
+ Assessment of student’s level of knowledge and critical thinking skills prior to attending the Intensive Live Course.

STEP 2
10-DAY LIVE COURSE
+ Comprehensive review of Core Content using Rachell Allen’s unique method.
+ 80 Hours of interactive live lectures and rationalization of more than 1,000+ updated questions with an expert NCLEX Exam Coach.
+ Daily practice of NCLEX-style questions including SATA, prioritizing and other analysis-level questions required to pass NCLEX!

STEP 3
POST-LIVE COURSE
+ Complete remediation tools including a Comprehensive Predictive Test to ensure success of each student.
+ Optional Access to supplementary remediation exams organized per concept to enhance struggling students’ specific areas of weaknesses.
+ PRIORITY SEATING for students re-attending the course within 1 year in ALL US locations.

RIGHT Method + RIGHT Coach = RIGHT RESULT.
THE RACHELL ALLEN LIVE COMPREHENSIVE REVIEW COURSE covers only the MOST ESSENTIAL nursing concepts frequently asked in the actual NCLEX-RN and NCLEX-PN. We designed the curriculum to be relevant, concise and easy to follow.

### NCLEX-STYLE PRACTICE QUESTIONS
Including high-level analysis questions such as Prioritization, and Delegation questions. Alternate format questions such as Exhibit, Fill in the Blank, Drag and Drop, Hotspot and Select–All–That–Apply questions.

### TECHNIQUES
Including Concept-Mapping, Test Taking Strategies and Memory Enhancement Workshops.

### CORE CONTENT
Modeled from the latest NCLEX-RN and NCLEX-PN Tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FIRST WEEK</th>
<th>SECOND WEEK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Comprehensive Pre-Live Course Assessment Test</td>
<td>• Maternal and Child Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Fundamentals of Nursing</td>
<td>• Pediatric Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Medical-Surgical Nursing</td>
<td>• Psychiatric and Mental Health Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endocrine System and Metabolism</td>
<td>• Nursing Issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular System</td>
<td>• Management of Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory System</td>
<td>• Safety and Infection Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastrointestinal System</td>
<td>• Pharmacology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genitourinary System</td>
<td>• Test-taking Strategies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurosensory</td>
<td>• Comprehensive Post-Live Course Assessment Test (Predictive Test)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hematology and Immunology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oncology and Dermatology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musculoskeletal System</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WHERE NURSES EXCEL
TABLE 1 ILLUSTRATES NCLEX-RN vs. NCLEX-PN different Client Needs Categories as modeled from the latest NCSBN Test Plan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NCLEX-RN</th>
<th>NCLEX-PN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Safe and Effective Care Environment** | Management of Care  
Safety and Infection Control | Coordinated Care  
Safety and Infection Control |
| **Health Promotion and Maintenance** | Basic Care and Comfort  
Pharmacological and Parenteral Therapies  
Reduction of Risk Potential  
Physiological Adaptation | Basic Care and Comfort  
Pharmacological Therapies  
Reduction of Risk Potential  
Physiological Adaptation |

TABLE 2 ILLUSTRATES the content, scope and percentages of each client need in relation to the actual NCLEX-RN and NCLEX-PN.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2013 Test Plan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Safe and Effective Care Environment</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management of Care</td>
<td>17 – 23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety and Infection Control</td>
<td>9 – 15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Health Promotion and Maintenance</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychosocial Integrity</td>
<td>6 – 12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physiological Integrity</td>
<td>6 – 12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physiological Integrity</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic Care and Comfort</td>
<td>6 – 12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacological and Parenteral Therapies</td>
<td>12 – 18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction of Risk Potential</td>
<td>9 – 15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physiological Adaptation</td>
<td>11 – 17%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WHAT MAKES THE RACHELL ALLEN Live NCLEX Review Courses so successful?
The Rachell Allen NCLEX Live Review Classes use non-conventional method to helping both US-educated graduates as well as foreign educated nurses. Our proven techniques developed by the Rachell Allen Professionals focus on the following:

- Core Content Commonly Asked in the Actual Exam
- Critical Thinking Skills Enhancement
- Updated Materials Based on the Current Test Plan
- Individualized Assessment of your Strengths and Weaknesses
- Predictive Results System to Assess your Readiness
- Holistic Learning to Provide a Positive and Encouraging Environment

How does Rachell Allen keep track of the latest changes in the NCLEX exam?
Rachell Allen Professionals maintains a highly competent team of Nursing Educators and Academic Researchers dedicated to ensuring the quality and integrity of our NCLEX review courses. All our student materials are carefully evaluated and updated on a regular basis to reflect any changes made available by the NCSBN.

How comprehensive is the Rachell Allen NCLEX Live Review Course?
All the major topics as outlined in the latest NCSBN Test Plan will be strategically covered. The NC-SBN is the organization that administers the NCLEX exam.

What is the Rachell Allen Guarantee Program?
Rachell Allen Professionals has developed a unique Predictive Results System that is based on a scientific method. It is designed to individually assess the competency and the readiness of each student to sit for the NCLEX exam.

How long is the Rachell Allen NCLEX Live Review Course?
The 10-Day Live NCLEX Intensive Review Courses are available in several locations across the United States. Total of 80 Hours Live Contact.

Who are the Rachell Allen Presenters?
Rachell Allen Professionals maintains a pool of highly qualified NCLEX Exam Coaches. We implement a 5-STEP screening process to ensure that only the finest Exam Coaches handle the classes. Rachell Allen has a strict Evaluation System that is conducted on a regular basis to ensure the QUALITY of the program.
Why does Rachell Allen call lecturers, Exam Coaches?
We do not consider our Exam Coaches as mere lecturers, reviewers or usual teachers. Our pool of Academic Coaches is the finest in the industry. We do not just teach, review, lecture or merely read nursing concepts from PowerPoint slides. They are expert and are all well experienced to coach, motivate, guide and strategically equip students with necessary critical thinking skills. More importantly, they are committed to inspire our students to be the best that they can be. That is the Rachell Allen Difference.

Does Rachell Allen help foreign-educated nurses pass NCLEX?
YES. Our years of experience in conducting NCLEX review programs to thousands of foreign-educated nurses outside of the United States proves how effective and helpful the program is.

Are the Rachell Allen live review courses effective for students who have failed the NCLEX-RN multiple times?
We have had excellent success with students who have failed the NCLEX multiple times. Most of these students have previously worked on other test prep courses. Rachell Allen’s unique Individualized Assessment Program helps each student to identify and enhance his/her areas of weaknesses.

Does Rachell Allen process Eligibility or ATT (Authority To TEST)?
NO. Rachell Allen Professionals specializes in offering Excellent Review Courses and we are only focused on maintaining the quality of our services and products. For more information obtaining eligibility, please contact your Board of Nursing.

What is Rachell Allen’s NCLEX success rate?
Rachell Allen Professionals takes pride in having a very high passing rate. Although you’ll love to hear a 100% passing rate, there is no perfect rate as such! 90% to 95% of our students who passed our Predictive Test (78%) at the end of the live review classes have successfully passed their respective exams. Those who do not pass our Predictive Tests will be given remediation tools that focus on their areas of weaknesses.

What is Rachell Allen’s usual classroom size?
Rachell Allen Professionals are advocates of Excellence in Nursing Education and we pride ourselves in being able to provide individual attention within a group setting. Most of our classes range from 20-30 students only.

How often does Rachell Allen conduct live review courses? What is the usual schedule?
We have regular monthly schedules in different key locations within and outside of the United States. We conduct live review courses on weekdays Monday to Fridays, 9:00AM to 6:00PM.

Where can I avail of the Rachell Allen Live NCLEX Review Courses?
Rachell Allen offers Live NCLEX Review Courses in the following key locations:

- Los Angeles Area, CA
- San Francisco Bay Area, CA
- San Diego, CA
- Chicago, IL
- Jacksonville, FL
- Las Vegas, NV
- New York-Jersey City Area
- McAllen-Harlingen, TX
- Houston, TX
- Manila, Philippines

Special sessions in your location can be scheduled for schools or companies with a 20-25 student minimum class size. Please contact us at success@rachellallen.net or call us at 1-323-205-8947.
Best decision I ever made! I had previously tried an online review but it just didn’t work for me. For almost the same amount the 3-day ones were charging, I chose to take the 10-Day In Class review with Rachel Allen in June 2013. I owe a lot of my success to the Rachell Allen Team. What I love about it is they get to know the way you learn, because everyone learns differently. They give you everything you will need to pass. All you need to bring is your determination to do it. I wish I would have found their review before I took my test for the first time! I’ve been telling all my friends about it and I plan on taking their review again when I take my RN exam in the future.

–Erin De Guzman, LVN
Vallejo, California

I have taken the NCLEX-RN once but, unfortunately, with a negative outcome. I thought I had done my best by enrolling in a known review center and studying with all my heart but, apparently, that wasn’t enough. I saw Rachell Allen from the NCSBN (National Council of State Boards of Nursing) and they happened to be offering classes before my exam date. I enrolled and now I am happy to declare that I am an officially registered nurse in the state of California.

Rachell Allen is different in a lot of ways to the previous review center I attended. Rachell Allen’s employed concept-mapping, clustering of necessary information and studies of system functions. For someone like me who is working full time and, not to mention, a mother to five boys, I needed a concise yet effective way of teaching.

I found the discussions at Rachell Allen quite helpful for they made it easier for me to not only memorize but also understand the disease conditions. Since I’m a visual learner, I particularly like it when the coaches draw the body parts. The live lecture is a huge help for me to maintain my focus and encourages me to ask questions on concepts I have difficulty grasping on.

During the exam, I immediately recognized every concept as it was discussed (i.e., MUGA, Meniere’s disease, Lithium). The lectures undoubtedly played a huge part in building my foundation of nursing knowledge. The Rachell Allen’s pre and post diagnostic tests were also helpful in identifying my weakest points.

Finding Rachell Allen was a gem for me for they truly helped me achieve my dream.

–Racquel Schmidt, RN
Pinon Hills, CA
“I scheduled my Test a week after I attended class, and was extremely nervous. But I calmed my self down and relied on all I had studied. And it worked, I PASSED! I couldn’t have done it without Rachell Allen. They gave me the focus on what I needed to study, because it was pretty daunting having 4 years of nursing school to try to study for the test. From all of their confidence building exercises (I can do it, you can do it) to their very focused lectures and daily pre/post tests I was able to pass. Of course the program won’t work if you don’t give it 100%. But if you put all your effort, I have no doubt that you can pass with the help of Rachell Allen!”

–Marcos Ruiz, RN
Antioch, CA

“I failed my NCLEX-RN seven times and it was pretty depressing. The Rachell Allen review course was like my entire 4 years in college squeezed into 10 days. To tell you the truth, I couldn’t believe how much I learned in 10 days. It was incredible how they explained the most complicated topics in a simple way that I instantly understood what the concept was all about.

I took my NCLEX-RN right after the course since my ATT was expiring and passed! I honestly don’t think I would have passed if I didn’t enroll myself to Rachell Allen. I am beyond grateful for your patience, and for sharing your gift to us. I am so proud to say that I passed the NCLEX RN exam with Rachell Allen and I promise to share this to everyone I know. This program is one of the greatest investments I have made in my life.”

–Johanne Basco, RN, BSN
Las Vegas, Nevada

“I learned so much during the 10 day comprehensive lecture classes than I might have from my nursing school. Thank you to my exam coaches. All your prayers and wishes did matter to my success. The materials and assessments were concise enough for us to get to the point of each concept. I will carry the knowledge you have imbibed in me forever. I am finally and officially an RN. Thank you to the energetic Rachell Allen Team.”

–Revathi Hariharan, RN,
Concord, California
"I thought that a simple review book would do the trick but as it turns out, studying for the NCLEX is not only difficult but can be very overwhelming. After trying again and not succeeding, I discovered Rachell Allen and it has forever changed my life.

Rachell Allen has allowed me to focus on the larger picture and pin point my weaknesses as well as help me get into a day-to-day program. This program did not only helped me study for my boards but also gave me the confidence I needed to achieve my goal. I am very happy to say that I passed my NCLEX with Rachell Allen!"

—Tara Halupniczak, RN
Griffith, Indiana

"Because I have dyslexia, it has always been a challenge for me to study and to learn. I dread having to spend long hours reading or taking test. I also find it difficult to keep up with my peers especially in a classroom setting. I am easily distracted so staying focused is a challenge for me as well. I, many times have to read things over and over again before I understand it completely.

This can become exhausting. All that being said, I really honestly found the Rachell Allen review course much easier than I expected it to be.

I still had to work very hard to stay focused and keep up when reading, however I found this class easier to follow than any nursing class that I have ever taken.

To the entire Rachel Allen team: you helped me reach my goal. Thank you. You’re method works."

—Lydia Lacy, LPN
Chicago, IL

"I was devastated when I failed my NCLEX-PN exam on my first attempt and didn’t know where to start again. I found out later after enrolling with the Rachell Allen program that I was lacking of NCLEX critical thinking skills.

The program taught me the art of analyzing NCLEX questions and picking the right answer. The materials they provided are more than enough to pass. My Exam Coaches have remarkable teaching skills and they made me feel that they really wanted me to succeed, and I did!

Thank you very much!"

—Afisheu Muwayi, LPN
Chicago, IL
Be the NEXT SUCCESS STORY...

ENROLL NOW!

www.RachellALLEN.com

WHERE NURSES EXCEL